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Abstract—3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (HMGR) catalyzes the conversion of HMG-CoA to mevalonate using NADPH and the enzyme is involved in rate-controlling step of mevalonate pathway which is related with biosynthesis of cholesterol and enzyme is involved in rate-controlling step of mevalonate. Inhibition of HMGR is considered as effective way to lower cholesterol levels so it is drug target to treat hypercholesterolemia, major risk factor of cardiovascular disease. To discover novel HMGR inhibitor, we performed structure-based pharmacophore modeling combined with molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Four HMGR inhibitors were used for MD simulation and representative structure of each simulation were selected by clustering analysis. Four structure-based pharmacophore models were generated using the representative structure. The generated models were validated using data set and used in virtual screening process to find novel scaffolds for inhibiting HMGR. The screened compounds were then filtered by applying drug-like properties and used in molecular docking calculation. As a result, four hit compounds were obtained and these complexes were refined using energy minimization. These compounds might be potential leads to design novel HMGR inhibitor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (HMGR) catalyzes the conversion of HMG-CoA to mevalonate using two molecules of NADPH as cofactor and the enzyme is involved in rate-controlling step of mevalonate pathway which is related with biosynthesis of cholesterol and other isoprenoids [1]-[2]. Structure of HMGR was represented in Fig. 1. Structurally, human HMGR monomer consists of three domains: (1) The small, helical amino-terminal N-domain (2) The large, central L-domain that contains the dimerization motif ENVIG (3) The small, S-domain which is inserted into the L-domain and contains a NAD(P) binding motif DAMGMN [1]. Inhibition of HMGR is considered as effective way to lower cholesterol levels so it is drug target to treat hypercholesterolemia, major risk factor of cardiovascular disease. So far, several statins are well known as HMGR inhibitors and some of these drugs are used in treating patients with cardiovascular disease. Statins have HMGR-like potency and bind to the active site of HMGR instead of substrate [3]. However, several reports reveal that statins cause diverse side effects such as eczema, sensory disturbances, depression, and muscle weakness [4]-[7]. Therefore, there is a need for developing HMGR inhibitor design to have potent activity and fewer side effects. In this study, to discover novel HMGR inhibitor, we performed structure-based pharmacophore modeling combined with molecular dynamics simulation approach. Four inhibitors including two statins, named as rosvastatin and simvastatin, were used for molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study and the representative structure of each simulation were selected by clustering analysis. Four structure-based pharmacophore models were generated using the representative structure of structures of each complex. The generated pharmacophore models were validated using data set and used in virtual screening process to find novel scaffolds for inhibiting HMGR protein. The screened compounds were then filtered by applying drug-like properties and used in molecular docking calculation. As a result, four hit compounds were obtained and these complexes were refined using energy minimization. These compounds with chemical modifications might be virtual leads for HMGR inhibitor design.
subjected to energy minimization of 10000 steps using steepest descent algorithm. Next, position restrained MD was performed for 100 ps under NPT conditions at 300K to equilibrate the system and equilibrated system was used in 10 ns production runs. During the production runs, all bonds and the geometry of water molecules were restrained by LINCS [15]-[16] and SETTLE algorithm [17], respectively. The interaction energies like long-range electrostatic interaction and van der Waals were calculated using particle mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm [18]-[19] and cut-off of 14 Å. The pressure and temperature were maintained using a Parrinello-Rahman [20] barostat using Berendsen thermostat [21]. In case of calculation of fast Fourier transform, grid spacing with 1.2 Å was applied. To evade edge effects, the simulation was run under periodic boundary conditions. To obtain representative structure of each system, cluster analysis was performed using the trajectories from 4 ns to 10 ns. All other analyses containing, root mean square deviations (RMSD), potential energy, the number of intra and inter hydrogen bonds, and root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) were done through analysis tools implemented in GROMACS.

C. Structure-Based Pharmacophore Model Generation

Structure-based pharmacophore models of four complexes were generated using their representative structure by Discovery Studio (DS) v3.1. Receptor-ligand pharmacophore generation protocol available in DS produces pharmacophoric features on the basis of interaction between the residues of protein and substrate. In the pharmacophore model generation, a sphere for the calculation was defined at the active site by Define and Edit Binding Sites tool in DS. Basic chemical properties such as hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen bond donor (HBD), hydrophobic (HYP), ring aromatic (RA), negative ionizable (NI) and positive ionizable (PI) were considered as pharmacophoric features and parameters were properly adjust to handle the flexibility of protein. As a result, total ten hypotheses were obtained and ranked by selectivity score. Top-scoring hypothesis was chosen as final pharmacophore model and it was comprised of vital pharmacophoric features necessary to inhibitory activity. Finally four pharmacophore models were obtained from four representative structures.

D. Validation of Pharmacophore Model and Virtual Screening

Final pharmacophore model of each system was validated with data set consisting of 12 HMGR inhibitors, 361 aldose reductase inhibitors, and 89 glutathione reductase inhibitors. These inhibitors have inhibitory activity with IC50 values and all inhibitors were used in energy minimization using DS. Ligand Pharmacophore Mapping protocol were used in the validation process and 12 HMGR inhibitors were used as active and the rest compounds of data set as inactive. To find novel scaffold which satisfy pharmacophoric features of each models, virtual screening process was performed using the validated pharmacophore models. In the stage, four data bases named as ASINEX, Chembridge, Maybridge, and NCI were employed.
The screened compounds from this stage were sorted to check their drug-likeness. Lipinski’s rule of five [22] and ADMET (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity) [23] properties were calculated via DS. In the last stage, the compounds passing all criteria were selected for molecular docking calculation.

E. Molecular Docking and Energy Minimization

The compounds selected from virtual screening and drug-likeness properties calculation were subjected to molecular docking study using GOLD 5.0.1 (Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking), from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, Cambridge, U.K [24]-[25]. In the docking for hit and reference compounds (HMGR inhibitors), the residues within 15 Å from the center of active site were defined as binding site for calculation. The value of GA runs was increased up to 50 for accuracy. Additionally, early termination option was used for efficiency so if any five poses were within the RMSD value of 1.5 Å, the calculation was quitted and moved on the next ligand. The resultant poses were then ranked according to GOLD fitness score. From the predicted binding conformation of hit compounds, we analyzed molecular interactions in the active site of HMGR. In case of the selected compounds from molecular docking, we calculated binding free energy using AutoDock 4.2. It predicts the interaction of ligands with biomacromolecular targets [26]-[27] and estimates the binding free energy upon bound conformations of flexible ligands based on Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA). To refine complex structures of final hit compounds, energy minimization was performed using GROMACS and all structural analyses of final hit compound were done with these structures.

III. RESULTS

A. Construction of Protein-Inhibitor Complex

Total four HMGR inhibitors were chosen from literatures based on highly active and their scaffolds. Fig. 2 represents chemical structure of four inhibitors with their IC50 values. All inhibitors have HMG-like moiety and potent inhibitory activity. INH1 and INH2 were pyrrole-based and pyrazole-based compounds. INH3 and INH4 were known for a member of statins, called rosuvastatin and simvastatin, respectively. In case of INH3 was structurally similar with other statins, but it differed in containing sulfur atom. INH4 was one of the approved statin drugs and widely used for lowering cholesterol and triglycerides in the blood. Four HMGR-inhibitor complexes were used in MD simulation study.

B. Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Five Complex

10 ns MD simulation study was performed using five complex (TABLE 1) including apo form and inhibitor bound form to investigate structural changes and to consider structural flexibility when developing structure-based pharmacophore models. Prior to analysis, overall stability of system was checked using RMSD and potential energy calculations. As shown in Fig. 3, all simulations were stable during 10 ns with no abnormal conformational changes.

C. Comparison of Five Complex Using Representative Structure from Cluster Analysis

To compare each system, we obtained representative structure from 6000 structures after 4 ns using cluster analysis. In the cluster analysis, conformational families of each system were statistically classified as clusters according to the cut-off value and the value is 0.135 nm, 0.132 nm, 0.126 nm, 0.127 nm, and 0.134 nm in Apo, INH1, INH2, INH3, and INH4 complex, respectively. From the cluster analysis, the middle structure was selected as representative structure of each system. When apo form was superimposed with each inhibitor bound form, structural deviations were not much with the RMSD value of 1.05 Å (INH1-Apo), 1.2 Å (INH2-Apo), 1.09 Å (INH3-Apo), and 1.35 Å (INH4-Apo), respectively.

D. Binding Mode of Four HMGR Inhibitors

Binding mode of four inhibitors was shown in Fig. 4. All inhibitors showed reasonable binding mode and formed hydrogen bond network with active site residues of HMGR. In case of HMGR in complex with INH1, the inhibitor formed hydrogen bonds with R590, S684, K691, S565, A751, K735, N755, and NADPH. Also, hydrophobic interactions were observed in INH1 binding; R590 formed cation-π interaction with fluorophenyl group of INH1 and S865 formed π-π interaction with phenyl group of INH1. In case of HMGR-INH2 complex, the residues such as R590, D690, K691, E559, S565, K735, N755, and NADPH were participated in
hydrogen bond interactions with INH2. The π-π interactions between INH2 and imidazole rings of aromatic residues like H866 and H869 were detected. In HMGR-INH3 complex, the residues R590, S684, D690, K691, S565, K735, N755, H869, and NADPH have involved in hydrogen bonds with INH3. In HMGR-INH4 complex, INH4 has formed hydrogen bonds with R590, S684, D690, E559, K735, H752, N755, S865, and NADPH. Unlike three other systems, hydrogen bond with S565 was not found in INH4 binding and this was mainly due to the strong hydrogen bonding with S865 which is located on the opposite side of S565.

![Fig. 4 Binding mode of four HMGR inhibitors at the active site. (a) INH1, (b) INH2, (c) INH3, and (d) INH4 were shown as as purple, blue, green, and orange stick model and active site residues were drawn as yellow stick model. Dash lines indicate hydrogen bond (magenta) and hydrophobic interaction (yellow), respectively](image)

**E. Structure-Based Pharmacophore Models**

To find novel scaffolds for Anti-hypercholesterolemia drug, we generate structure-based pharmacophore models using representative structure of each system. In each case, we chosen best model having high selectivity score and diverse pharmacophoric features as final pharmacophore model of each system named as Pharm 1, Pharm 2, Pharm3, and Pharm 4, respectively. These models were subjected to validation process using data set. All pharmacophores successfully picked 12 HMGR inhibitors in data set.

**F. Virtual Screening and Drug-Like Properties**

The validated four pharmacophore models were used as 3D queries to search virtual leads for HMGR inhibitor design. From the screening, compounds mapped on pharmacophoric features of each model were selected and then filtered using drug-like properties calculation like Lipinski’s rule of five and ADMET. In this process, 160, 419, 110, and 64 compounds were retrieved by Pharm 1, Pharm 2, Pharm 3, and Pharm 4. Consequently, we identified 105 compounds that commonly present in the screening results by at least two pharmacophore models and these compounds were used for molecular docking studies.

![Fig. 5 Structure-based pharmacophore models of each complex. (a) Pharm 1, (b) Pharm2, (c) Pharm3, and (d) Pharm 4. HBA, HBD, HYP, and NI features were represented in green, magenta, cyan, and blue color, respectively](image)

**G. Selecting Final Hits using Molecular Docking**

With four HMGR inhibitors, total 109 compounds were docked into active site of HMGR. Four HMGR inhibitors have GOLD fitness score of 50.74, 53.81, 52.17, and 53.05 for INH1, INH2, INH3, and INH4, respectively. Based on these fitness score and molecular interactions, we selected 32 compounds and binding free energy was calculated using these compounds. Taken together, four hit compounds were obtained and these complexes were refined by energy minimization.

**H. Binding Mode of Final Hit Compounds**

Four structures in complex with final hit compounds were obtained after energy minimization. Binding modes of final hit compounds were shown in Fig. 6. First, Hit 1 was identified by Pharm 1 and Pharm 3 and GOLD fitness score for Hit 1 was the highest value of 87.02 and binding free energy was -7.77. Hydrogen bond interactions with active site residues were found at almost oxygen atoms existent in Hit 1. The hydrogen atom of H866 was also hydrogen bonded to oxygen of carboxylic acid moiety in Hit 1 and neighboring oxygen interacted with S565 from the other monomer. The oxygen atom connecting the two phenyl rings of Hit 1 was formed hydrogen bond with R568. Second, Hit 2 scored GOLD fitness score of 78.01 and binding free energy of -6.94 was retrieved using Pharm 2 and Pharm 3. This compound also has formed numerous interactions with active site residues. Hydrogen bonds between butyramide moieties of Hit 8 matching HBA features and residues like S684, K692, S565, R568, K735, H752, N755, S852, and H866 were observed. Third, Hit 3 attained from virtual screening through Pharm 1 and Pharm 3 has GOLD fitness score of 75.76 and binding free energy of -8.01. Several active site residues formed hydrogen bonds with Hit 3. The residues R590, S684, and K692 formed hydrogen
bonding with carboxylic acid moieties of Hit 3 thiazole ring in Hit 3 has hydrogen bond interactions with K691 and N755 and neighboring NH group was hydrogen bonded to E559. The sulfonyl moiety made hydrogen bonds with C561, S865, and H866. The last hit, the GOLD fitness score and binding free energy for Hit 4 were 72.18 and -7.87, respectively. Two other groups of Hit 4 showed hydrogen bond interactions with R590, S684, and K692, especially K692 has formed tripartite hydrogen bond. The piperidine group of Hit 4 formed bipartite hydrogen bonds with hydrogen atoms of N755 and oxygen atom close to piperidine group was also shown hydrogen bond interaction with H866. The butyramide moieties of Hit 4 made hydrogen bond interactions with S656 and S865, respectively. The binding mode analysis indicates that all final hits have favorable molecular interactions at the active site of HMGR.

The novelty of final hits for the inhibition of HMGR was confirmed using SciFinder scholar [28] and PubChem structure search [29].

IV. CONCLUSION

Inhibition of HMGR enzyme is considered as a way of anti-hypercholesterolemia drug development. Four compounds obtained from our study might be potential leads for developing potent inhibitor of HMGR.
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